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Unit-5: Logic Families and Semiconductor Memories: TTL NAND gate, Specifications, Noise margin, 

Propagation delay, fan-in, fan-out, Tristate TTL, ECL, CMOS families and their interfacing, Memory 

elements, Concept of Programmable logic devices like FPGA. Logic implementation using Programmable 

Devices. 
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Specifications for Logic Families: 

(i) Propagation Delay: A logic signal connected to the logic circuit will experience a delay in reaching 

from input terminal to the output terminal. This delay is called as propagation delay. It is measured 

from 50% of voltage levels of input and output transition. The sig al is ha gi g fro  high logi   
state to lo  logi   stat, this delay is de oted as tpHL . 

(ii) Noise Margin : A logic circuit which is able to tolerate noise without causing spurious changes in the 

output voltage . 

(iii) Fan-In: The fan-in of a logic gate is defined as the number of inputs that the gate is designed to 

handle. 

(iv) Fan-Out: The fan-out of a logic gate is defined as the maximum number of standard loads that the 

output of the gate can drive without impairing its normal operation. 

(v) Power Dissipation : Every logic gate draws some current from the power supply for its operation. 

The current drawn in HIGH state is different from that drawn in LOW state. The power dissipation, PD 

of a logic gate is the power required by the gate to operate with 50% duty cycle at a specified 

frequency. 

 

 

Resistor Transistor Logic (RTL): In this logic family it uses the transistor and resistor to realise the logic 

operations. The transistor is used as a switch in this implementation. The Fig. shows the NOR and NAND 

logic operation. 
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Diode Transistor Logic (DTL) : The DTL is so called as it uses diode for input switching and transistor 

along with it. Since the diodes are used to connect the input logic the power consumption is lower than 

the RTL logic. The 3-input DTL NAND logic is as shown in the Fig. below. 

  
 

 

Transistor Transistor Logic (TTL) : The TTL family is so named because of its dependence on transistor 

alone to perform basic logic operations. Is is the most popular logic family and widely used bipolar 

digital IC family. It uses transistors operating in saturated mode. It is the fastest of the saturated logic 

Fig.  : 3-Input DTL NAND gate 
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families. It has the following features. 

(i) Good speed, low manufacturing cost, wide range of circuits. 

(ii) The availability in SSI and MSI are its merits. 

(iii) Tight VCC tolerance, moderate packing density 

The TTL consists of several subfamilies. The difference between the various TTL subfamilies are in their 

ele tri al hara teristi s. For sta dard TTL, V to .8V is treated as a logi   a d V to V is treated as a 
logi  .  
 

 
 

TTL Totem-pole Output Logic: In the circuit diagram of TTL NAND gate, transistor Q4 is connected above 

tra sistor Q . As sho  i  the Fig. Q  a d Q  are o e ted i  tote  pole  fashio . At a y ti e, o ly 
one of them will be conducting. Both can not be ON or OFF simultaneously. Diode connected in 

between ensures this. 

Fig.  : 3-Input TTL NAND gate 
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Emitter Coupled Logic (ECL) : Emitter coupled logic is also called current mode logic, is the fastest of all 

logic families because of the following reasons: 

(i) It is a non saturated logic. So that the storage time delays are eliminated and therefore, the 

speed of operation is increased. 

(ii) Currents are kept high, and the output impedance is so low that circuit and stray capacitances 

can be quickly charged and discharged. 

(iii) The limited voltage swing. 

In ECL, the transistors are pre e ted fro  e teri g i to saturatio , if the i put ha ges fro  logi   to 
logi  . O e of the disad a tage is that, it is diffi ult to a hie e good oise i u ity, e ause of logi  
levels close to each other. The ECL logic power consumption is greater compared other logic families. 

ECL logic family operates on the principle of current switching, whereby a fixed bias current less than 

Ic(sat) is switched from one transistors collector to another. 

 

Fig.  : 3-Input TTL NAND gate 
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Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor (CMOS) Logic : The CMOS logic uses both P-type and         

N-type MOSFETs in the same circuit to realise the logic operations. The CMOS family is faster and 

consumes less power than the other MOS families. The CMOS can be operated at higher voltages 

resulting in improved noise immunity. It is widely used for general purpose logic circuitry. The CMOS 

technology has been used to construct small, medium and large scale ICs for a wide variety of 

applications.  

 

Fig.  : ECL Basic Logic Gate 
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Operation of Inverter: The circuit diagram of CMOS inverter is as shown in the Fig. If the input A is at 

logi  , the  nMOS transistor is OFF and pMOS transistor is ON. Therefore the output Y is connected 

ith po er supply logi  . If the i put A is at logi  , then nMOS transistor is ON and pMOS 

tra sistor is OFF. Therefore the output Y is o e ted ith grou d poi t logi  . The output Y is the 
complement of the input A. 

 

Operation of NAND Gate: The circuit diagram of CMOS NAND gate is as shown in the Fig. If any one of 

the input A or B is at logi  , the  the MOS tra sistor et ork path is ope , pMOS tra sistor et ork 
path is closed. Therefore the output Y is connected with po er supply a d is logi  . If oth the i puts 
A a d B are at logi  , the  the MOS tra sistor et ork path is losed, pMOS tra sistor et ork path 
is ope . Therefore the output Y is o e ted ith grou d poi t a d is logi  . The output Y is logi   if 

oth the i put are at logi  , other ise output is logi  . 
 

Operation of NOR Gate: The circuit diagram of CMOS NOR gate is as shown in the Fig. If both the inputs 

A a d B are at logi  , the  the MOS tra sistor et ork path is ope , pMOS tra sistor et ork path is 
closed. Therefore the output Y is connected with power supply and is logi  . If a y o e of the i put A 
or B is at logi  , the  the MOS tra sistor et ork path is losed, pMOS tra sistor et ork path is 
ope . Therefore the output Y is o e ted ith grou d poi t a d is logi  . The output Y is logi   if 
both the i put are at logi  , other ise output is logi  . 
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We hope you find these notes useful. 

You can get previous year question papers at  

https://qp.rgpvnotes.in . 

 

If you have any queries or you want to submit your 

study notes please write us at 

rgpvnotes.in@gmail.com 
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